4 pts total
Based on your assigned reading, Infant Memory, (Reading #2 in the READER) write brief answers to the following questions. Please type out your response, number the questions, and use no more than 2 pages (one physical page) if possible.

1. Are infants’ memories similar to or qualitatively different from memories of older children and adults? Describe the differences between infants’ and older children’s memories that the researchers found. Use this information to support your position. 2 pts

2. How did Rovee-Collier find out about the specificity of infant memories? What evidence is there for memory specificity? Explain. 1 pt

3. Discuss one idea or finding from the assigned readings that you found particularly interesting, surprising, or puzzling. Briefly explain why this interested you. 1 pt

You may find some parts of these readings difficult to understand. Mark the passages of research results where you had problems and bring your articles to class with you on Wednesday, February 6th for class discussion.